Sport Premium Impact Report Breakdown – (April 2015) for the year of 2014/15
Amount received: £8274.
Our amount comes in two instalments and fall across the financial year. The impact report below
shows the money that was spent since May in 2014 to September 2014. Therefore some of our
money has been spent since that time, but it will be included in next year’s impact report.
Cost

What did we spend it on?

What impact did it have?

£4500

Greenwood Dale Coastal
Partnership – see below for
breakdown

This is an offer we have bought into from a Local Sports
Partnership which is based at Skegness Academy. In
return for £4500, they provide us with high quality
coaches, CPD and training, clubs, festivals. Please see
the details of this offer on our Sports webpage.
The children were taught by coaches for Netball, Tag
Rugby, Dance, Hockey and Athletics. Attendance at the
‘follow – up clubs’ has also been very high (15-20
children) for each one, showing a high level of
participation.
3 Training days for Teachers:
All staff saw progression throughout school and used
techniques shown by expert to now deliver consistency
in gymnastics teaching and provision and better more
regular use of apparatus.
CfBT provided us with an expert to help us develop our
PE scheme of work and assessment. This is now up and
running.
Training in EYFS Movement has developed a nonspecialist teacher’s confidence with teaching this age
group (Val Sabin)

High quality PE sessions
delivered by coaches

Training/CPD

Go Fencing Day
KS1 Dance Festival

Energy Club training
Dinner supervisers attended this and the equipment and
games have made break times more constructive and
given opportunities for Class 3 leadership. Less falling
out over football!
Children participated in a more specialist sport, which
allowed them to develop different skills and techniques.
Year 1 and 2 danced with other schools, improving coordination and addressing issue of boys and dance.
Those who were reluctant to go, have since been to the

G&T Pupils

second dance Festival, without prompt!
Two pupils were chosen to go to this residential at
Butlins. Their comments about their experience were:
‘It was too short!’ They were able to meet other
children with the same level of prowess, and as a result
were challenged at a higher level. This made it a
worthwhile course, for children who come from small
school backgrounds. Both have continued to excel in
sport in their secondary settings.

Cost

What did we spend it on?

What impact did it have?

£2010

Swimming – hire of pool and
instructor £590

£173.40

Additional hire of buses for
tournaments

£720

Climbing wall panels and
installation

£44

PE equipment check

We hired the pool and instructor for 12 weeks, allowing us
to extend the amount of time that children spent in the
pool and used an extra session for our top swimmers on
their own. Next year we will be extending this to some
sessions for non-swimmers on their own.
The use of money for transport has enabled us to provide
this without asking parents to contribute. This has meant
we can increase participation and remove barriers to
learning to swim.
We have tried to enter as many tournaments as we can, to
increase participation in competitive sports. When we can,
parents can transport their children, but occasionally we
need to rely on hire of a minibus. This allowed us to
participate in the regional Tag Rugby finals in Lincoln. (As a
small school, we do not have a budget for our own
minibus.)
We have various playground apparatus which are very
popular. This piece is good for upper body strength and
problem solving. It is accessible for all children who are tall
enough to reach! Another addition has meant that
children are active for longer in their breaktimes. Children
who may not enjoy running games, certainly have provision
in our climbing equipment!
This enabled all our equipment to be used with confidence.

£183

Replacement Goal posts

£272

Val Sabin Materials for our
PE scheme of work

Well, despite all our encouragement and the provision of
so many activities, whenever the weather is good enough
to be on the field, there will be a football match going on!
Happy active fit children!
Our class 3 teacher has devised our long term plan around
these materials to make sure that we are delivering high
quality PE lessons that develop progressively as the
children grow up. In a recent observation from CfBT (our
school improvement body) and scrutiny of other evidence,
we were judged as being good with some outstanding
features in our PE provision!

